This is Ítalo Lemus. He works in the Information Technology (I.T.) Department at ALMA.

I.T. is responsible for everything related to information sciences.

Good morning!
ÍTALO ensures that the computers of all ALMA staff, as well as the servers and equipment for presentations, are always working super-perfectly.

Without Ítalo and his colleagues, our work would not be possible! He is a hero in the war against Trojans and other virus that places our existence on Earth in jeopardy.

No scientist rests easy without the support of Ítalo and his I.T. colleagues.

And when he is not in binary mode, Ítalo’s neurons are focused on photography, in honor of his photographer father.

Click! (He has overpopulated Instagram)

WWW, PHP, FTP, MYSQL, XAMPP, OSX, WPS...

Nobody understands me...